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Reported police accidents in Jordan were 62,115 in 2003 (JTI, 2004). Property damage
only (PDO) accidents were 50244 which represent 80% of all reported accidents. Injury
and fatal accidents were 11,169 and 702 respectively. They correspond to 18.9% and
1.1% of all reported accidents respectively. Accidents involved causalities resulted in 832
fatalities and 18,368 injuries. Number of fatalities per 100,000 inhabitants is 15.2 and it is
continuously increasing with time. Accidents that involved incorrect overtaking produced
21 fatalities (0.21% of all fatalities and 0.64% of injuries in traffic. Most of these accidents
happened outside built-up areas. Utility vehicles (pick-ups) are involved in 44% of
fatalities that are related to incorrect overtaking while the corresponding percentage for
passenger car drivers is 33%. Pickups are over-presented in these fatalities as their
proportion to all fatalities reported far exceeds their presence in traffic, if exposure is
expressed in number of registered pickup to all vehicles.

Overtaking violation accounts for 0.21% of all issued violation which match well with the
proportion of fatalities resulted from this violation type. Collision accidents are the most
frequent type of accidents that involved incorrect overtaking (98%). Other types of
accidents are reported, including pedestrians and turnover.

Overtaking maneuvers and the related accidents were investigated worldwide in a number
of countries, namely Australia (Klemenjak et al, 2004; Fry et al, 2003); Finland (Rajalin et
al, 1997); Saudi Arabia (Ratrout, 2004) and (Wilson and Best, 1982). This study is in
attempt to investigate the size of overtaking problem in Jordan as it was not thoroughly
investigated before

To achieve this goal, the following specific objectives were outlined:
1. Look into driver behavior during overtaking
2. Determine the factors that influence driver decision to perform overtaking

maneuvers
3. Determine the factors that influence the success of driver in overtaking maneuvers
4. Assess hazardous of overtaking maneuvers
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Methodology

Sample

A sample of 1114 observations was collected. Field observations were made at five
selected 2-lane roads on the rural network in Jordan. All roads are paved with shoulder.
Characteristics of each road are presented in Table 1.

The observations were made on two sections of each road, with one exception for Zarqa-
Azraq road where only one section has been monitored. The two sections were either on a
straight alignment or on curve.

Table1 Road characteristics of the selected roads

Road Length (km) Width (m) Shoulder (m) Condition Speed limit
(km/h)

Te
rr

ai
n Road

Name Straight curve Straight Curve Straight Curve Straight Curve Straight Curve

Traffic Volume
(ADT “2-axle
vehicle/day”)

L Zarqa-Azraq 800 7.8 2.2 Fair 80 6842

R Zarqa-
Rihab 700 500 7.8 7.3 2 1.7 Fair Fair 80 60 8760

L N. Shuna-S.
Shuna 550 450 7.1 7.2 1.8 3.1 Good Good 80 6716

M Irbid –Ajlun 600 600 8 8.4 2 1.5 Good Excell
-ent

80 60 6136

M Salt-A'arda 500 400 8 7.8 1.3 1.7 Good Good 60 50 5130

L: level R: Rolling M: Mountainous

The posted speed limit on straight sections is 80km/h except at Salt-A’arda, which passed
through mountainous terrain, where it is only has 60 km/h. Traffic volume ranges from
medium on Salt A’arda road to relatively high on Zarqa-Rihab road (Table 1). The selected
length of the section varies from 400 m on some curves to 700 m on straight section. The
tested section length is enough to monitor complete vehicle overtaking maneuvers over
the entire section. All vehicles that entered the test section for half an hour during of-peak
hours on a normal week-day were observed. Radar speed gun was used to measure the
speed of vehicle at the start of the section and if overtaking took place speed during and
after overtaking as well speed of opposing vehicle is measured

To supplement the field study a questionnaire was designed and distributed to 250
subjects, the return back forms were only 134 (54%). To further investigate driver
practice and experience while overtaking, another form of questionnaire was designed. It
was aiming at looking into errors and violations that are related to incorrect overtaking. As
a pilot survey, only 62 subjects participated with 100% return back, as one of the authors
distributed and collected the forms immediately after being completely filled in by the
participated subjects. In both surveys the Female subjects compose 25% of sample; a
proportion corresponds to their presence in traffic in Jordan.
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Variables

Field observation survey includes collecting data for the following variables, which are
grouped under four categories:

� Road characteristic variables, namely road alignment; road and shoulder width;
road condition (Fair, good, and excellent), section type (straight and curve) and speed
limit.

� Driver characteristic variables namely age and gender, driver age that was
reasonably guessed by one of the observers.

� Vehicle characteristic variables namely type; time of arrival, which was used to
calculate headway between two successive vehicles; vehicle speed once it approached
the tested section.

� Overtaking maneuver characteristics, if overtaking took place data for the

following variables were collected: 

� speed during overtaking :speed was measured when the overtaking vehicle
was on the left of the overtaken vehicle;

� Speed after overtaking: speed was measured when the overtaking complete
the maneuver and it was in front of the overtaken vehicle;

� Type of vehicle that were overtaken; 
� Speed  and type of the opposite vehicle;
� Time separation between the opposing vehicle and the overtaking vehicles. 
� Maneuver success and hazardous including rating their severity

The questionnaire forms contain two parts. The first part covers some factors variables
that might influence driver behavior in traffic, including the following: age; gender; marital
status; education level; holding license type (private passenger car; taxi; bus or 2-axle
truck; all sorts of vehicles); driving experience; annual kilometer traveled; number of
accidents the subjects have been involved in and their severity). This part was common
for the two forms. Second part include of the first form, which was designed to
understand driver behaviour while overtaking composed of 35 questions; the subject was
asked to select one of six answers that describes his/her behaviour. The pilot study
contains 25 questions that described mistakes the drivers often made while overtaking.
The participated subjects were licensed drivers. 

Statistical Analyses
The analysis is based on carrying out a number of statistical tests. The test is selected
according to the type of variable under consideration. F-test is performed for investigating
the difference in average of scale variables due to one categorical variable. Pearson Chi-
square test (χ2) is applied to investigate relationship between categorical variables. T-test
is also used to examine difference between the means of two continuous variables. Binary
logistic regression analysis is completed to model the variable(s) or factor(s) that
influence(s) the driver decision to overtake another vehicle. It is also applied to determine
variable(s) or factor (s) that affect(s) the success of his/her maneuver. A level of
significant of 0.05 is considered in the analyses.
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Results

Speed selection

Speed is believed to be the primary factor that influences the driver decision to overtake
and its outcome. The following section highlights driver speed behaviour on the tested
section. 

Headway data showed that the traffic operate under free flow conditions, the average
headway vary from 9-16 sec while the 85th percentile headway was in the range of 15.5
to 30 sec. This implies that the driver selection of speed is not influenced by the presence
of other vehicles (Table 2). Speed measurements indicated that most of the drivers do
speeds above speed limits, particularly on curves, if 85th percentile is compared to speed
limits. 

Table 2: Speed and headway data 

Average Speed
(km/h)

85th  Percentile speed
(km/h)

Average Headway
(Sec)

85 Percentile
headway (Sec)

Speed limit
(km/h)Road Name

Straight Curve Straight Curve Straight Curve Straight Curve Straight Curve

Zarqa-Azraq 73 89 18 35 80

Zarqa-Bala'am-Rihab 71 63 84 81 14 14 30 30 80 60

N. Shuna-S. Shuna 69 65 81 73 9 10 15.5 18 80
Irbid –Ajlun 67 61 90 75 16 14 31 30 80 60
Salt-A'arda 68 59 82 72 16 15 30 28 60 50

It is also expected that the type of terrain influence the driver speed selection (Figure 1).
There is a significant difference between the average speed on curves and on straight
section, particularly for mountainous terrain (t=6.23, P-value =0). The difference is
statistically significant for rolling terrain (t=3.49, P-value =0.001) but not for level terrain
(T=1.5, P-value =0.129). 

Figure 1: Average vehicle speed measured at the start of the test section by section type
and terrain type.
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Driver speed is observed to be different by vehicle type (Figure 2). Bus drivers, on
average, are driving at high speed on straight section. Their speed was the highest being
reported compared to other type of vehicle. Nevertheless, their speed on curve is
remarkable reduced by 11 km/h. The lowest speed was reported for single unit truck for
both straight and curve sections. Surprisingly articulated trucks speeds are not different
from passenger car speed, which indicate that trucks are doing high speeds.

Figure 2: Average vehicle and 85th percentile speed at the start of the test section by
section type and vehicle type (km/h).

Results indicated that the average speeds on straight sections do not statistically differ
due to vehicle type (F=2.17, P-value =0.07), even though bus speed was relatively high.
The same is true for speeds on curves (F=2.06, P-value =0.085). However, the results
indicated that passenger car speed differs due to section type (t=3.08 P-value =0.02).
Speed also differs due to section type also for pickups (t= 4.28 P-value =0) and buses
(t=3.53, P-value =0.001) but not for single unit trucks (t=1.2, P-value =0.222) or
articulated trucks (t=0.9, P-value =0.344).

Overtaking analysis

The following section will highlight overtaking maneuvers. The following questions will be
answered:

- Where overtaking occur?

- Who do overtake?

- How do drivers carry out overtaking?

The answers to these questions are based on field observations and the questionnaire
survey results. There are 216 (19.4%) overtaking maneuvers out of the 1114 observations
made. The number of successful maneuvers, i.e. the driver complete the overtaking, is
180 (83.3%) out of 216 observed maneuvers. There are 42 hazardous maneuvers, which
correspond to 24% of performed maneuvers that are rated in terms of their severity. Half
of the observed hazardous situations are severe and could have ended with an accident
had none of the involved parties taken the appropriate evasive action. 
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Only one-sixth of the subjects participated on the survey indicated that they frequently
overtake other vehicles; on-forth of them reported that they rarely overtake and slightly
more than half of them were infrequently overtaking other vehicles. 

Where overtaking occur?

Figure 3 indicated that 52% of reported maneuvers are conducted on curves, which is
slightly higher than the percentage of overtaking maneuvers on straight section. Chi-
square test failed to show that there is significant difference between overtaking pattern
due to section type (χ2 =0.036, and P-value = 0.453).

Figure 3: overtaking occurrence by section type

Field observation indicated that overtaking maneuvers are more frequent in mountainous
terrain and least frequent in rolling terrain (Figure 4).  Overtaking pattern is found to be
statistically different due to highway terrain type (χ2 =33.05, and P-value = 0)

Figure 4: overtaking occurrence by terrain
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Subjects participated in questionnaire survey showed that none prefers to overtake on
curves or on slopes, which normally describe mountainous terrain. Fifty-five percent of
them reported that they have been involved in hazardous situation when they did overtake
another vehicle on curves. As they were answering the following question “Where have
you been involved in hazardous situation while overtaking? (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Subjects’ response on their overtaking behaviour in traffic (%)

Who do overtake?

The proportion of drivers who performed overtaking on the tested section reflects the
general drive age distribution in the sample. The study indicates that driver with age
group 25-40 years are the most frequent overtaking driver (75%), while senior drivers are
the least to overtake (Figure 6). This age group composes 76% of all drivers included in
the study.  The study indicated that there driver age does not statistically influence on the
overtaking decision (χ2 =0.93, and P-value = 0.82)

Figure 6: Overtaking decision by age group

Type of vehicle was not statistically influence the overtaking decision (Figure 7). There are
no differences between the various vehicle proportions of those who overtake or not
overtaking (χ2 =0.26, and P-value = 0.88). Passenger car drivers are the most frequent to
overtake and they are also the most frequent class of drivers in traffic on the tested
section.
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Figure 7: Overtaking decision by vehicle type

The influence of leading vehicle type (Vehicle in front) in making the overtaking decision is
also investigated (Figure 8). The proportion of truck drivers who overtook passenger cars
exceeds the proportion of this group (Passenger car in front- truck driver in the back) in
traffic. The same is applicable to “Truck-Passenger car” driver group as their presence in
overtaking driver group exceeds their presence in traffic. On the contrary, the presence of
“passenger car-Passenger car” group as overtaking drivers is smaller than their presence
in traffic. However, the statistical test failed to provide statistical evidence that the vehicle
combination type would influence the overtaking decision (χ2 =14.23, and P-value =
0.076).

Figure 8: Overtaking decision by vehicle combination type 

Difference between the overtaking vehicle and overtaken vehicle speeds is investigated in
relation to overtaking decision (Figure 9). The average speed of bus drivers is 7km/h
higher than overtaken passenger car. What is interesting is that the average speed of
trucks is15km/h lower than overtaken truck. In general truck drivers overtake other
vehicles even if their speed was lower than the overtaken vehicles. The study indicated
that passenger driver overtook a slower vehicle with one exception is reported for trucks,
as passenger car speed is on average 3 km/h lower than trucks.
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Figure 9: Overtaking decision by vehicle combination type and the corresponding speed
difference

There is no statistical difference between the difference in speed between the overtaking
(following) vehicle and the overtaken (leading) vehicle that could attribute to vehicle
combination type (F=1.16, P-Value). This is also true for no overtaking data set (F=1 and
P=0.43). 

How do drivers carry out overtaking?

The hazardous of overtaking maneuvers were assessed and the results indicated that
more hazardous situations are reported at straight sections and not on curve sections as it
was expected (Figure 10).  Still, the analysis failed to provide evidence the overtaking
hazardous is related to section type (χ2 =0.47, P-Value=0.27)

Figure 10: Hazardous of overtaking maneuver by road section type

The hazardous of overtaking was more pronounced on level sections while they were less
hazardous on mountainous terrain (Figure 11). The variation in hazardous situation could
be attributed to type of roadway terrain (χ2 =14.21, P-Value=0.0001).
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Figure 11: Hazardous of overtaking maneuver by roadway terrain type

Investigating overtaking vehicle maneuver characteristics indicated that truck driver
overtook other vehicles even if they have lower speed than the overtaken vehicles (Table
3). The difference between the speed of truck drivers during overtaking and the speed of
in front vehicle at straight section  is -2.33 km/h, which means that the truck driver will
force the leading vehicle to reduce his/ her speed to allow for the completion of the
maneuver.

Passenger car drivers seem to overtake other passenger cars either on curve or straight
sections with same speed. Passenger car driver speed after the completion of overtaking is
9 km/h faster than the speed of the leading vehicle on straight section and 7km/h on
curve sections. Speed of passenger cars along tested sections are always less than the
speed of trucks. Passenger car drivers overtook truck drivers on curve, even though their
speed is less than truck speed by 2 km/h (Table 3). 

Time separation between the overtaking vehicle and the vehicle in opposite direction
exceeds 3 seconds. The lowest reported is when bus overtook passenger car (3 sec). At
speed of 80km/h this time correspond only to 66 m, which will not enable the driver to
take the proper action, when needed.  If Truck-Truck case is excluded from the
comparisons as a few observations are recorded, the highest reported time separation is
reported when truck overtook passenger car. The separation time was 6.5 seconds (Table
3).  

The average speed of opposing vehicle is less than the average speed of overtaking
vehicles on straight sections but this is not always the case on curve section. 
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Table 3: Overtaking maneuver characteristics

Section
type

Over-
taking 

Vehicle
combination
(Front
vehicle-Back
vehicle)

Speed of
vehicle at
start of the

section(km/h)

Speed of
in front
vehicle
(km/h)

speed
during

overtaking
(km/h)

speed
After

overtaking
(km/h)

Opposing
vehicle

speed (km/h)

Time
Separation
in second

PC-PC 67.19 67.03 72.93 76.52 66.28 4.44
PC-Bus 76.57 69.29 77.2 81.4 68 3
PC-Truck 63.17 67.33 65 67.22 67 6.5
Bus-PC 70.6 63 76.75 78 50 6
Bus-Bus 60 62 63 66   
Bus-Truck       
Truck-PC 70.29 70.57 71 73.4 56 5
Truck-Bus       
Truck-Truck 60.5 67 62.25 65.25   

yes

 F=1.215
p=0.305

F=0.187
p=0.98

F=1.487
p=0.194

F=2.321
p=0.041

F=0.473
P=0.755

F=0.361
p=0.984

PC-PC 69.06 68.58     
PC-Bus 66.8 64.13     
PC-Truck 70.61 75.04     
Bus-PC 74.39 71.22     
Bus-Bus 67.67 66     
Bus-Truck 83 68     
Truck-PC 64.24 66.18     
Truck-Bus 48 87     
Truck-Truck 58 85     

Straight

No

 F=1.483
p=0.161

F=1.76
p=0.084     

PC-PC 61.56 61 64.64 68.38 60.1 4.8
PC-Bus 53.4 46.8 59.8 61 70 6
PC-Truck 54.76 53.76 57.5 59.86 61.33 6
Bus-PC 59.75 64.75 64 67.5 40 6
Bus-Bus -  -  -  - -  
Bus-Truck 54 60 60 63   
Truck-PC 52.75 56.5 60.65 62.75 59.14 4.43
Truck-Bus 60 60 55 57   
Truck-
Truck* 42 74.5 60 65 99 15

yes

 
F=1.879
p=0.081

F=1.578
p=0.151

F=0.613
p=0.743

F=1.044
p=0.407

F=3.419
p=0.026

F=2.247
p=0.089

PC-PC 64.9 64.94    
PC-Bus 59.38 60.13    
PC-Truck 67.78 65.09    
Bus-PC 61.33 58    
Bus-Bus - -    
Bus-Truck 68 59.67    
Truck-PC 63.89 66.04    
Truck-Bus 83.5 74    
Truck-Truck 60.29 64.5    

Curve

No

 
F=1.799
p=0.086

F=1.08
p=0.375    

- One observation is counted * 2 observations only
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The data are further analyzed by considering hazardous situations (Table 4). Hazardous
situation occurs due to a number of reasons. The speed of overtaking vehicle is less than
the speed of overtaken vehicle. Time separation between the overtaking vehicle and
opposing vehicle is too short. The overtaken speed is not steady increasing (Truck-
Passenger car case).

Table 4: Hazardous overtaking maneuver characteristics 

Maneuver
hazardous

Vehicle
Combination

Speed of vehicle
at start of the

section
(km/h)

Speed of in
front

vehicle
(km/h)

speed
during

overtaking
(km/h)

speed after
overtaking

( km/h)

Opposing
vehicle
speed
(km/h)

Time
Separation

(sec)

PC-PC 64.72 70 72.19 76.3 60.63 4.42
PC-Bus 87.5 75.5 87 91 78 3
PC-Truck 60.25 63.5 61.5 63.25 67 6.5
Truck-PC 68.33 74.67 68.67 65 58 3.33
Truck-Truck* 47.5 75 44 46 99 15
Total 64.83 70.22 70.78 73.95 62.96 4.81

F=2.31 F=0.563 F=2.218 F=4.371 F=2.968 F=5.448

Hazardous

 
 P=0.077 P=0.691 P=0.089 P=0.006 P=0.043 P=0.004
PC-PC 63.46 63.23 67.9 71.25 73.38 5.13
PC-Bus 59 52.63 63.88 66.25 64 4.5
PC-Truck 55.05 55.74 60.21 62.63 61.33 6
Bus-PC 68.67 71.17 72.5 74.5 45 6
Bus-Bus* 60 62 63 66   
Bus-Truck* 54 60 60 63   
Truck-PC 54.27 58.32 61.91 64.86 59.2 5.2
Truck-Bus* 60 60 55 57   
Truck-Truck 57.75 66.75 66.25 70   
Total 60.41 61.11 65.53 68.56 64.25 5.3

F=1.675 F=1.234 F=1.369 F=1.675 F=1.273 F=0.06

Non-
hazaradous

 
 P=0.111 P=0.285 P=0.216 P=0.111 P=0.347 P=1

* Few observations

Oppositely, non-hazardous situations are characterized by high overtaking speed relative
to the overtaken vehicles or the time that separates the opposing vehicle from the
overtaken vehicle is long, or on the other extreme there is no opposite vehicle. 

Statistical significant difference is only reported for difference in speed after overtaking
due vehicle combination type (F=4.37, P-value=0.006). The difference in time separation
was due to vehicle combination type is also significant (F=4.45, P-value=0.004).  There
are no significant differences in other speed indicators of various vehicle combination
types (Table 4)

Statistical analyses are also made to investigate if there are any significant differences
between various speed indicators for each type of vehicle combination due to situation
hazardous. The result indicated that there are no significant differences for each vehicle
speed indicators, with few exceptions reported (Table 5).
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Table 5: Significant t-test results for investigation difference in speed indicators due to
hazardous situation for each vehicle combination type

Vehicle
combination Speed indicator t-test

value
P-value

(significant level)
PC-PC Opposite vehicle speed 20.19 0.005

Speed of front vehicle 7.2 0.001
Speed of vehicle at the start of section 7.85 0.001PC-Bus
Speed after overtaking 3.43 0.016
Speed during overtaking 3 0.027Truck-Truck Speed after overtaking 3 0.013

Results indicated that the young drivers (<25 years) were doing the highest speeds. As
drivers’ age increase they tend to do less speed. However, statistical test failed to indicate
any difference in speed indicators due to age group.

Figure 12: Speed driver pattern by age group: Overtaking maneuvers

Speed difference between the overtaking vehicle and the overtaken vehicle is plotted
against age group (Figure 13). The results indicated young drivers were involved in
hazardous situations when they were, on average, doing 3 km/h faster than the overtaken
vehicle. Drivers belong to 25-40 year old age group are involved in hazardous situations
when they traveling 11km/h less than the overtaken vehicle. Driver of 41-60 years age
group who were not involved in non-hazardous situation were doing 6.5 km/h less than
the front vehicles, while those who were involved in hazardous situation were doing 4.5
km/h faster than the front vehicle (Figure 13). However, statistical test failed to provide
evidence that the differences between speed of overtaking vehicle and overtaken vehicle
are different for various age groups for either hazardous or none-hazardous situations.  
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Figure 13: Difference between overtaking vehicle speed and overtaken vehicle speed by
age group and situation hazardous (km/h) 

The average speed of young drivers measured at the start of section is the highest among
other groups for hazardous situations and the time separation is relatively short for this
group. The hazardous situations that involved drivers of “25-40” age group are
characterized by low speed upon arrival at the started section; long time separation;
relatively high speed of opposing vehicle which altogether lead to increase the speed
during the overtaking process.

Logistics regression indicated that speed of vehicle before the overtaking influence the
probability of performing overtaking maneuver while the speed of opposing vehicle
influence the success of overtaking maneuver.

To further look into driver general behaviour while performing overtaking a number of
questions were formulated in the questionnaire that was designed for this purpose. The
results indicated that only 20% of the drivers do frequently overtake a small passenger car
while the corresponding percentages for passing buses or slow speed trucks were 37%
and 76% respectively (Table 6). Contrarily, the proportion of subject who would have
passed fast truck was only 6%. When considering the type of opposing vehicles, only
3.1% of the subjects reported that they would carry out overtaking if the opposing vehicle
is truck. The corresponding proportions in case the opposing vehicle being a bus or
passenger car are 4.6% and 19.6% respectively.

Only 0.8% of all subjects stated that they overtake other vehicles on curves and none of
them state that he/she would overtake if the opposing vehicle was speeding. Slightly less
than 5 per cent stated that they would have overtaken had the opposing vehicle been less
than 1 km away. Nearly 11 per cent of the participated subjects are willing to overtake
other vehicles if that requires increasing their speed by 30 km/h above speed limit. The
proportion is higher (13%) if that requires doing 10 km/h above speed limit. On the other
hand, the proportion was lower if that requires driving at speed 20 km/h above speed limit
(9.3%). Around 19% of all subjects reported that they are frequently driving above speed
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limit. As an indicator of driver safety attitude, subjects were asked if they wear safety belt.
High proportion reported that they do (82%) but only 56% of them are always use it. 

Table 6: Subjects response to questions aimed at exploring their how they behave while
performing overtaking 

Question Always 
Very
often often

Not
often Rarely Never

How often you overtake small passenger car? 0.8 9.8 9.8 60.2 16.5 3

How often you overtake bus? 6 10.5 20.3 35.3 20.3 7.5

How often you overtake a truck with low speed? 25.6 22.6 27.8 15.8 6.8 1.5

How often you overtake a truck with high speed? 2.3 2.3 1.5 17.3 36.8 39.8

How often you do overtaking when the opposing vehicle is truck? 0.8 1.5 0.8 14.3 23.3 59.4

How often you do overtaking when the opposing vehicle is bus?  2.3 2.3 21.8 22.6 51.1
How often you do overtaking when the opposing vehicle is small
passenger car? 0.8 9.8 9 28.6 21.1 30.8

How often you do overtaking on curve?  0.8  6.8 33.1 59.4

How often you do overtaking if the opposing vehicle is speeding?    2.3 20.3 77.4
How often you do overtaking if the opposing vehicle is less than
1km away from you? 0.8 1.5 2.3 21.4 32.8 41.2
How often you do overtaking if that requires driving 10km/h
above speed limit? 2.3 3.8 6.9 53.4 27.5 6.1
How often you do overtaking if that requires driving 20km/h
above speed limit? 2.3 3.1 3.9 34.9 32.6 23.3
How often you do overtaking if that requires driving 30km/h
above speed limit? 1.6 3.9 5.4 18.6 24 46.5

How often you drive above speed limit? 1.5 8.3 9 39.1 34.6 7.5

Do you wear safety belt? 55.8 18.6 7.8 14.7 3.1  

A pilot study aimed at exploring driver miss-doing while performing overtaking. Questions
were grouped under three levels:

- Laps: potentially embarrassing action and may be a source of inconvenience to the
driver, but usually life threatening.

- Errors: are examples of the failure of planned actions to achieve their intended
consequences and include both failure of observations and misjudgment.

- Violations: are defined as deliberate deviation from those practices believed necessary
to maintain safe operation of a potentially hazardous system or deviation from
normative reference.
   

Figure 14 shows that the as level of mistake increase drivers are less likely to admit
making it. Violations involved include overtaking vehicle that overtakes another vehicle.
Around 11% of the participated drivers reported that they do it from time to time. Some
drivers perform overtaking at junctions (9%) (Detail results are provided in the appendix).
Some drives reported that they do overtake in area where it is prohibited to do so (13%).
Around 18% of drivers do not frequently signaling before overtaking and 5% of subject
participated indicated that sometimes they are willing to overtake a vehicle that give a
signal indicating the intention of overtaking.
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Figure 14: Stated drivers mistakes related to overtaking by level of danger involved

More detail about the subject answers are provided in the Appendix 

Discussion of results
The study indicates that the proportion of drivers that perform overtaking maneuvers at
straight sections equals the proportion of overtaking maneuver on curves. Similar results
were reported in Saudi Arabia where overtaking is more frequent on tangents not on
curve (Ratrout, 2004). All selected section on curves are provided with no-overtaking sign,
nevertheless 52% of drivers did overtake, which was not the case in Finland where drivers
show more discipline when they pass a passing prohibition sign (Summala, 1979).  None
of the participated subjects in this survey indicate that they do overtaking on curve, but
more than have of them reported that they have been involved in serious hazardous
situations while overtaking on curves. This implies that although most of the drivers, if not
all, believe that they should not overtake on curves, where it is prohibited to do so, but
still they do it. Actually, 13% of participants in overtaking mistake survey performed
overtaking on areas with no-overtaking signs. However, this study indicated the situations
are more hazardous on straight sections where the speed is higher. The results also
indicated that overtaking were more frequent in mountainous area, but they were more
hazardous on level terrain.

Logistic analysis indicated that probability of performing overtaking maneuver is function
of speed before overtaking while the success probability is function of speed of the
opposing vehicles. The results indicated that Hazardous overtaking maneuvers are
characterized by low speed of the overtaking vehicle and short time separation between
the overtaking vehicle and the opposing vehicle, which has a relatively high speed. 

The results also show that truck divers overtake other vehicles, even though they have
lower speed. This behavior creates hazardous situations, particularly because the
measured speed during and after taking were not different from before overtaking. The
overtaken vehicle is forced to slow down to leave room for the truck to complete his/her
maneuver. This might attribute to truck driver believes that he is protected in his/her
vehicle and all other vehicle drivers feel threaten by truck driver presence. The study
indicated that buses are normally overtaking slower vehicles and the highest speed after
overtaking was reported for bus drivers.

This study is based on limited number of observations. More data needs to be collected to
draw more solid conclusions. 
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8. Appendix Results of driver mistakes while overtaking survey

level Question Every
times

Many
times

Some
times

Few
times Rarely Never

L
How many times you gave a slow driver in front of you
headlight to leave a room for you to overtake him? 1.6 3.3 23 36.1 27.9 8.2

L
How many times you felt that you are in danger because the
driver you try to overtake increases his speed?  9.7 9.7 33.9 33.9 12.9

L
How many times you felt that you have lost the control of
your car while driving along a descending slope? 1.6  3.2 4.8 33.9 56.5

L How many times you were hostile to a slow driver overtook?  9.7 9.7 19.4 35.5 25.8

L How many times you increased your speed to block other
driver who was trying to overtake you?   3.2 12.9 33.9 50

L
How many times you started overtaking and then you aborted
the maneuver because you saw a no-overtaking sign?  9.7 14.5 24.2 21 30.6

L How many times you miss-estimate the speed of opposing
vehicle? 4.8 9.7 4.8 37.1 25.8 17.7

E
How many times you have been involved in conflict/accident
when you were performing overtaking maneuver? 1.6 4.8 3.2 11.3 35.5 43.5

E
How many times you overtook a speeding vehicle and you
felt that you commit an error? 1.6 3.2 6.5 24.2 43.5 21

E
How many times you performed overtaking while the
opposing vehicle was close to you?  1.6 4.8 11.3 37.1 45.2

E
How many times you felt that you were racing with the driver
you were trying to overtook him?  8.1 8.1 25.8 32.3 25.8

E
How many times you were overtaking while the sum was in
you eyes limiting your ability to see the opposing vehicle?  1.6 6.5 12.9 37.1 41.9

E
How many times you felt that you felt in danger because you
were passing a speeding truck/ bus? 3.3 1.6 9.8 23 45.9 16.4

E
How many times you overtook a vehicle without looking in
the mirror? 3.2 3.2 8.1 40.3 45.2

E

How many times you were surprised by the presence of
pedestrians while you were overtaking the vehicle in front of
you?  3.2 6.5 25.8 32.3 32.3

E

How many times you felt that were in danger because you
were surprised by an opposing vehicle and you were not able
to complete your maneuver?   6.5 16.1 35.5 41.9

V How many times you overtook a vehicle without signaling?  3.2 14.5 21 33.9 27.4

V
How many times you overtook a vehicle while you were close
to a junction?  3.2 4.8 8.1 40.3 43.5

V

How many times you overtook a vehicle that was overtaking
another vehicle and you felt that you were involved in
conflicts?  3.2 8.1 19.4 37.1 32.3

V
How many times you performed overtaking on a street
segment that has a continuous line and no overtaking sign?  3.2 9.7 17.7 21 48.4

V
How many times you were overtaking and vehicle and you
kept on the left lane after you complete your maneuver?  1.6 4.8 12.9 25.8 54.8

V
How many times you were overtaking a driver who was
signaling to the left?   4.8 12.9 33.9 48.4

L: lap E: Error V: Violation 
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